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Node.js 
 

Using Node.js, write a simple online store with whatever it is that you’re interested in. The main page 

should display a list of products on offer with an option of adding each product to the shopping cart. 

From the main page the user can also decide to checkout and is then transferred to the checkout view 

which presents his/her shopping cart where each product can be removed from the cart. The whole 

purchase can be either cancelled (which simply clears the shopping cart) or finalized (which permanently 

removes the products from the list). In either case, the user is redirected to the main page and an 

appropriate message is displayed. If the purchase is unsuccessful (e.g., one of the products was bought 

by another user in the meantime), the user should be redirected back to the shopping cart page with an 

appropriate message. The shopping cart view also allows the user to simply go back to the main page. 

The products should be stored in a database (e.g., MySQL, MongoDb). Here’s a link that should help with 

that. A single table (e.g., products) with a single column (e.g., name) is sufficient, but you can obviously 

play around with it a bit more if you want to (id, image, description, quantity, etc.). When executing 

queries with parameters, make sure to use data binding rather than simply concatenating the 

parameters with the query string. If you don’t know why, read this. 

The users do not need to be identified in any other way than through session, so there’s no need to write 

the register/login functionality. New session = new user. Session should also be used to store the 

shopping cart. Once a product is added to the cart it is not removed from the list – other users can still 

see it and add to their carts. It is only after the purchase is finalized that the products are removed. Keep 

that in mind when testing your application! Watch out for cases when two users have some of the same 

items in their baskets and both want to finalize the purchase (critical section). 

You can use a templating engine like EJS introduced in the presentation or one of many other compatible 

with express. 

Remember to use the HTTP protocol correctly!  Test your website thoroughly to make sure everything 

works as it should: refresh the page after finalization and adding to cart, use the browser’s back and 

forward buttons. Also, don’t forget to use the POST  REDIRECT  GET pattern (redirecting in express 

is extremely easy – simply call res.redirect instead of res.send and that’s it)! 

Potentially useful modules include: express, express-session, ejs, body-parser, mysql/mongodb. 

https://expressjs.com/en/guide/database-integration.html
https://www.w3schools.com/sql/sql_injection.asp
https://ejs.co/
https://expressjs.com/en/resources/template-engines.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Post/Redirect/Get

